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uring the 2015 Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, A&R
presented a design study developed with Winch Design, not
knowing that this would become the successor to the last Excellence V!
Excellence’s owner and his friends visited us at our booth. They were
all taken with the sleek design and vast amount of glass. In summer
2016 our client´s directions were clear: “I want an iconic yacht, with
lots of glass, 80m, open spaces, good for communication. A boat where
people feel happy and comfortable”. The first sketches and plans were
developed and the build contract for his 4th Abeking & Rasmussen
Yacht was quietly signed during the 2016 Monaco Boat Show.
Excellence is an icon for sure. With the exterior design, Winch
Design sketched up an artistic vessel. Prior to construction, our naval
architects optimised the hull and went through extensive tank testing
in calm water and waves. These time-consuming but very successful
test results have already been proven in the real world.
Excellence’s styling is second to none with extended engineering in the
background and unbelievable views from inside out. The yacht stands
out with her glass superstructure which is not just a matter of careful
engineering, but required great team work between all the trades
and at all levels, from start to finish. The sheer variety of her special
features and design elements makes Excellence a yacht well outside
the norm. Abeking & Rasmussen successfully delivered on all the
challenges and actually turned them into proper engineering solutions,
fulfilling all technical requirements and requested conditions. We took
the lines created by Winch Design and turned the owner’s ideas into
reality, proving that there are no limits.
Andrew Winch and his team definitely proved their utter
professionalism by synchronising the owner´s very individual
requirements for a bright and happy albeit traditional interior with a
cutting-edge exterior design. The highly experienced Robert Bennett
acted as the owner´s representative together with well trusted and
long term Excellence captain Ray Shore who has already safely
steered the yacht right across the Atlantic.
Last but not least, the in house engineering team and craftsmen here
at Abeking & Rasmussen did a fantastic job, successfully merging all
the various disciplines involved into a single piece of state of the art
craftsmanship. The owner’s first reaction when seeing the finished
yacht was: “You exceeded my expectations!” Reflecting back on
the short 34 months, from contract signing to delivery, Abeking &
Rasmussen and the entire team are very proud to have built this
masterpiece.
Excellence took four years to complete from preliminary
sketches to delivery. Her owner is a repeat client and she is
his fourth yacht to be built by Abeking & Rasmussen.
The sculptural forms of her hull were subjected to extensive
tank testing in calm water and waves before the build
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